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My Process
Welcoming someone new into your team is not always easy. I
strive to make the design process as easy and transparent as
possible (hence this spiffy document).

My process balances business
strategy, research, and design to
tell the story of what you do with
precision and authenticity.

I am here to help create an original online experience to maximize
your lead potential, grow your following, increase sales, and
cure baldness (ok, maybe not that last one, but we can dream).
Together, we are a complete team. You with your industry
experience and understanding of your clients, and me with my
blend of design, development, and digital marketing expertise.
Let’s get started!
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No 1.
Without taking
the time to go
deeper, it’s
difficult to figure
out the technical
and strategic
scope of the
project. This
is how quotes
are underbid
and “hidden
costs” appear
as the project
progresses.

No 1.5
The diagnostic
also allows us
to get a feel for
working together
before we commit
to a contract.
All of my clients
I’ve prescribed
this to have
found this step
to be invaluable
to our working
relationship.

FREE DISCOVERY CALL
Once you reach out to me through my CONTACT PAIGE, I will schedule a
30-minute call to chat about your business and what it will take to bring your
vision to life.
This conversation will probably reveal some ideas or challenges you haven’t
considered yet. You will have the opportunity to ask questions, explore my
process, dream big, and then take a step back to discuss in more depth with
your team if necessary.
If you like what you hear and think we’ll be a good match, it’s time to book a
Diagnostic.

D I A G N O S T I C - Y O U R S T R AT E G I C C O N S U LTAT I O N
A Diagnostic is a 1-2 hour strategic consulting session where I take a
closer look at your business needs in order to offer a more comprehensive
solution. You will gain a professional, in-depth assessment of your problem
and a prescribed treatment plan that strategically addresses your business
problem, including ways to avoid unnecessary costs.
The last thing you want is to spend a bunch of money on the wrong thing—
but it happens all the time. At the end of our session, you can take what
you’ve learned (and the strategy, tools, and resources I’ve given you) to
someone else who can implement it — or, I can execute the work myself.
Starting at $1,290. Payment applied to any web package you book with me.
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No 2.
Everything
is negotiable,
so if you need
additional
features
or think of
something
else you want
included, don’t
hesitate to
reach out!

P R O P O S A L , C O N T R A C T, & D E P O S I T
I will provide a customized proposal detailing package options and price
points based on our diagnostic. The proposal will include all project dates,
deliverables, timelines, and any other details as it relates to your project.
If all looks good, you can choose your package, sign our project contract,
and make your initial project booking deposit to secure your spot. All
payments can be made online via Credit Card. You will then receive a project
questionnaire and/or informational worksheets to be completed before the
project start date.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Submit any vacation or out-of-office days that could interfere with the project
schedule. (See Project Timeline - Your Custom Project Schedule section.)
Complete and submit all worksheets and questionnaires before the project
start date.
Gather content for your site into Google Drive (images, copy, legal docs,
videos, brand assets such as fonts, color codes, logo master files, etc.)
If you’ve hired someone to help you with copy for your website, now would
be the time to bring them into the project and begin preliminary content
creation.

No 3.

ONBOARDING - KICKOFF MEETING
Once everything is signed and all deposits have cleared, we will meet (in
person or digitally) for our scheduled Kickoff meeting. This is a 60-minute
follow-up discussion with everyone involved to introduce the teams, assign
roles, review the project schedule, delve into some specific project details,
and break down all work to be completed by your project’s Content Delivery
Date.
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This meeting is ideal for asking any questions you may have, reviewing
project materials and worksheets, and bouncing ideas back and forth. We
will also discuss the strategic side of the project before we begin the design
phase.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Introduce all decision makers and team members at this meeting. Come
prepared with any questions or ideas you have.
All worksheets and questionnaires must be completed and submitted before
this meeting. Meeting times can be submitted all at once or every 30 days.

No 4.

C O N T E N T S T R AT E G Y P H A S E
This is a 60-minute follow-up call to discuss your project in more specific
detail and break down all your “homework” to be completed by your project’s
Content Delivery Date. This meeting will establish the tone and strategy of
the content and make sure everyone is on the same page with what is being
created and provided.
This phase may include a series of brand and content questionnaires that
collect new site content and provide design guidance.
All design research and project “homework” are due on the date specified in
your unique project proposal. At that point, a second 60 minute design call
will be scheduled to go through all your completed “homework” (content,
images, other media, etc...) and make sure that both you and your designer
are confidently on the same page as you jump into the design process.

If the content phase is...
client-driven — continue to

driven by my team — I will

gather/create content. I will offer
strategy based on my understanding
of your site’s needs and pages or
sections that need to be created.

work hand-in-hand with a copywriter
during the wireframe phase in order
to curate the content with the design
to best meet your audience’s needs.
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CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Providing content will be the ongoing responsibility of the client throughout
the duration of the project, on or before the agreed-upon deadlines.

Content may include:
Brand style guide
Font files
Icons or illustrations
Account logins
Other technical assets

Questionnaires
Worksheets
Finished copy for each page
Images
Logo files and brand color codes

No 5.
Also known as
Information
Architecture,
this stage is
crucial to the
successful user
experience
(meaning more
users take the
action you want
them to take) on
your website.

WIREFRAME DESIGN PHASE
This layout process helps strategically determine where your content is most
effective based on where it is placed on the site and in relation to the other
content on each page.
At this stage, we will focuse on the strategy of content placement
(wordcount, paragraph length, how the messaging looks in the layout) and
not the visual design (colors, size, styling).
The initial presentation will be a verbal review of the materials via sharedscreen audio conference. A followup meeting is pre-arranged in the schedule
to discuss feedback in more depth.
Wireframes come with two revision rounds unless otherwise stated in our
agreement.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
All final decision makers are required to participate in presentations and
feedback meetings order to provide accurate and timely feedback unless
otherwise stated in our contract.
A computer with a working audio connection and reliable wi-fi is needed
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to successfully conduct these meetings. Please ensure your team has
everything setup beforehand in order to make the best use of our time during
these meetings.
Feedback is required within 72 hours or 3 business days of delivery.
Once the first round of edits have been completed, the client has 2 business
days to submit final edits with approval.
Any layout or content changes made after approval is given may be added
under a separate SOW. Recommendations will be given if any changes could
affect the launch date.

No 6.
A computer
with a working
audio connection
and reliable
wi-fi is needed
to successfully
conduct these
meetings. Please
ensure your team
has everything
setup beforehand
in order to make
the best use of our
time during these
meetings.

DESIGN PHASE
I start with the homepage design to nail down the design direction for your
site. Once you approve of the overall design direction, the remaining subpage
designs will be delivered in batches, usually 3 at a time. Each design meeting
will be a verbal review of the materials via shared-screen audio conference.
Follow-up meetings are pre-arranged in the schedule to discuss any
feedback.
The homepage design chosen comes with 2 rounds of revisions. Each
subpage comes with 1 round of revisions.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
All final decision makers are required to participate in presentations and
feedback meetings order to provide accurate and timely feedback unless
otherwise stated in our contract.
Feedback and approval for the homepage and each batch of subpages is
required within 48 hours, or 2 business days. Additional revision rounds are
required within 24-48 hours as necessitated by the project schedule.
Any changes requested after client approval is given may be added under a
separate SOW. Recommendations will be given if any changes could affect
the launch date.
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No 7.
The final
payment for the
project is due
before your
site launches.
Please make
the appropriate
arrangements
to ensure your
payment is
submitted before
your big day!

D E V E LO P M E N T P H A S E
Website development usually starts once the homepage has been
approved. A site preview will not be available until the site is completed and
tested. (Smaller WordPress sites may be an exception when design and
development for subpages occur simultaneously.)
NOTE: While this is a suspenseful time for clients eager to see their site
come to life, I’ve found it usually does more harm than good to see your
product with broken code, missing sections, and numerous (but normal)
flaws being hammered out during the development process. I recommend
that clients setup a countdown, get the bubbly ready, and take up that deep
breathing meditation class you’ve been avoiding until now. I promise you, the
final result will be worth the wait.
Clients are given one business week to review and test their website, unless
additional time has been scheduled. You will be notified of any ongoing bug
fixes and are encouraged to submit anything out of order that you find. While
most QA and testing will have finished before the preview, there are usually a
few features that are still in progress right up until the launch day.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Review your brand-new site and submit any issues by the end of the review
period.
Schedule a training session - once your site goes live, I provide a walk
through to show you how to manage your site. This will need to be scheduled
in advance in order to book a training session within the 72 hour period of
post-launch support.

No 8.

L A U N C H D AY
I will do a soft launch of your website 1-3 days before the final launch. A soft
launch means that the site is live on your server or hosting provider under
your domain name, but is not yet viewable to the public. This period helps
ensure all technical issues are resolved before officially going live.
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Client Responsibilities
Break out the bubbly and send out those notifications to your social network.
It’s time to celebrate and spread the word about your brand-new website!

No 9.

Off b o a r d i n g
You will receive an additional 72 hours of technical support after your official
launch date where your site will be monitored for any bugs or performance
issues. Your team is encouraged to submit any issues you find during this
time.
You’ve booked a training session - now it’s time to see how your site is
managed. I will show you how to add and edit content, upload media, add
users and admin access, update plugins (if necessary) and more! You will
have the opportunity to ask as many questions as you need, and afterwards
you will receive the recorded session that you can refer back to in the future.
After you receive all of your deliverables, we will l say goodbye with tears and
hugs (just kidding, I’m never that dramatic). But for the sake of celebration,
you can look forward to a few goodies and freebies coming your way to keep
those good vibes going.

Client Responsibilities
Keep our lines of communication open! This project is not officially closed
until the offboarding process has been completed and all deliverables have
been released.
Now revel in your victory. It’s time to reap the benefits of your new money
making tool. A glorious future of satisfied clients and increased revenue are
yours to enjoy.
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Web Packages

1.
2.
3.

B A S I C W E B PA C K A G E
Start with a 10-page WordPress site and add
exactly what you need for the perfect website.

C U S T O M W E B PA C K A G E
Custom design and development from the
ground up. For creative budgets that take no
prisoners.

ONE MONTH WEBSITE
A one-month project that converts. Craft your
focused offering around a single product or idea
to sell, promote, or inform.
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Basic Web Package

10
PAGES

∞

14

ENDLESS
CUSTOMIZATIONS

WEEKS

A custom designed 10-page site that includes a Home, About and Contact page, as well
as four (4) additional static pages to be used any way that best serves your business
and clients (About, Services, FAQs, Process, confirmation page…etc), a Blog (main and
subpage) template and 2 legal pages.

from $14,499

Custom Web Package

10+
PAGES

16+
WEEKS

∞
ENDLESS
CUSTOMIZATIONS

Choose to expand off of the Base package, or opt for a full-stack solution built from the
ground up. The sky is the limit for creative projects that need to go above and beyond a
traditional WordPress site.
CONTACT PAIGE

for more details.

from $20,000
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One Month Website

10

4

PAGES

WEEKS

∞
ENDLESS
CUSTOMIZATIONS

A ready-to-launch site in just 4 weeks. I take all of your content and execute a site (up to
10 unique pages) that strategically focuses users on accomplishing a single goal: buy
the thing, subscribe to the list, register for the event, contact you, etc.

$10,000

Additional Services
SEO SERVICES

CONTENT MARKETING

COPYWRITING

CONTENT STRATEGY

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

BRAND STRATEGY

SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY

WEBSITE MANAGEMENT

CONTACT PAIGE
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for more details.

What You Get
A L L W E B S I T E PA C K A G E S I N C LU D E T H E F O L LO W I N G :

General
• Your Diagnostic - a consultation & strategy session.
• Private staging website for real-time viewing access.
• One-on-one (or team) training session to show you how to manage your new
website.
• Weekly email support during design and development process.
• A site manager that makes it easy to update or edit your content.

Content Development & SEO
•
•
•
•

One to Three (1-3) Content Strategy Sessions (package depending).
Series of Content/Page Questionnaires to generate fresh website content.
UX sitemap and content wireframes to map the user journey.
Professional copywriter & editor add-on available to polish and proofread all
final website content.
• Web-optimization of all images.
• Yoast SEO plugin activation.
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Design
• Custom design. No themes used here.
• UX Sitemap to ensure easy navigation throughout the site.
• Content Wireframes that strategically guide the user where you want them
to go so they can take action.
• Two legal pages to use however you wish.
• Graphic design of all site related graphics or decorative pieces to help
convey brand tone and mood throughout the overall site design.
• Strategic brand integration throughout all designs.

Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WordPress setup with an easy-to-update CMS, or custom package option.
Custom CSS styling for extra special touches (package depending).
SSL certificate set-up for site security on request.
Fast-loading pages (tested with GTMetrix to achieve a B rating or higher).
One (1) standard custom contact form using the plugin of your choice.
Mobile responsiveness to ensure your site looks great on all devices.
Social media integration.
Email subscription/opt-in integration for email capture.
Domain setup assistance through your choice of hosting provider.
72-hour post-launch tech support.
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Project Timeline

1.

PROJECT SCHEDULE EXAMPLE
The Basic Web Package takes up to 90 days
from start to completion. This timeframe is
completely dependent upon the size of the
website as well as client response time and
any additional web pages, custom functional
elements, or holidays.
Other services will have added or reduced
timeframes depending on what is included in
your package.

2.

YOUR CUSTOM PROJECT SCHEDULE
Fine-tune your project schedule down to the day
and meeting time. Nitpicking is not required, but
it IS encouraged until everyone is happy!
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Project Schedule Example
Month 1-Month 2

WEEK 1

1 PROJECT SCHEDULE

WEEK 2

8

FINALIZED
MCSA & SOW signed
and returned
1ST PAYMENT DUE

WEEK 3

9

3

4

5

KICKOFF MEETING

CONTENT MEETING 1

PROJECT START DATE

CONTENT STRATEGY
BEGINS

10

11

12

website build, including submissions of all questionnaires, worksheets, and account logins

CONTENT MEETING 2

16 HARD CONTENT

17

18

DEADLINE
All copy, images,
CONTENT WIREFRAMING questionnaires & tech
BEGINS
assets due from client

WEEK 4

22

23

24

30

WIREFRAME APPROVAL
DEADLINE

5

25

WEEK 6
WEEK 7

13
SUBPAGE DESIGN
STARTS

WEEK 8

26

1

WEB DESIGN STARTS
Mockups started and
staging site setup
begins
HOMEPAGE FEEDBACK
MEETING
Client submits any
design revisions or
content edits.

12

19

31

6

19

Content wireframes created

WIREFRAME
PRESENTATION

29
WEEK 5

All pre-project
questionnaires and
worksheets due before
the project starts

Client has 2 weeks from Project Kickoff date to finish providing all necessary content/media/tools for the
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WEEK 9

2

WIREFRAME
FEEDBACK MEETING
Client submits any
content revisions or
accuracy edits.

SUBPAGE DESIGN
APPROVAL DEADLINE
Client submits any
design revisions or
content edits.

27

7

8

26
Edited wireframes sent
to client for final edits
and approval

2

9

Edited homepage
design sent to client for
final edits and approval

14

15

21

HOMEPAGE DESIGN
APPROVAL DEADLINE

16
DESIGN MEETING 2
About, Contact, 3
add-on page designs
presented to client

22

23

29

30

BEGIN WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT

28

Site development continues with subpage designs

PROJECT PHASE

1

DESIGN MEETING 1
Home page design
options shared with
client

Subpage designs started - About, Contact, 3 additional pages

20

M
O
N
T
H

PROJECT MEETING

CLIENT DEADLINE

DESIGN MEETING 3
Remaining page designs
presented

OUT OF OFFICE, VACATION

M
O
N
T
H
2

Project Schedule Example
Month 3-Month 4

3 SUBPAGE DESIGN

WEEK 10

2

WEEK 11

10

WEEK 12

6

Site development continues with final page designs
11

12

13

Plugins activated, forms tested (internal), and site optimized for mobile devices
Any further custom design or CSS is completed during this week.
16

SITE PREVIEW

17

18

20

general QA happens all week
24

REVISION DEADLINE
All final edits and
feedback due from client

30

19

Client testing of forms, mobile responsiveness, and

Client is given this week
to submit any content
or design changes

23
WEEK 13

5

APPROVAL DEADLINE
Client submits any
design revisions or
content edits.

9

25

26

additional technical congifurations are completed.
31

1

SITE REVIEW MEETING
(OPTIONAL)

M
O
N
T
H
3

27

Website tested and finalized during remaing week. Any

2

SITE REVIEW MEETING
(OPTIONAL)

3

WEEK 14

72 hours technical support begins and
FINAL PAYMENT DUE

SOFT LAUNCH DATE

LIVE LAUNCH DATE

teaching session is scheduled with
client

6

7

8

9

10

13

14

15

16

17

20

21

22

23

24

27

28

29

30

31

CLIENT OFFBOARDING

PROJECT COMPLETED
Remaining deliverables
are released to the client

WEEK 16

WEEK 15

4

PROJECT PHASE

PROJECT MEETING

CLIENT DEADLINE

OUT OF OFFICE, VACATION

M
O
N
T
H
4

Your Custom Project Schedule

C R E AT I N G T H E S C H E D U L E
Before your project begins you will have the opportunity to coordinate with
me in-depth about each phase, meeting day, and deadline in the schedule. All
dates must be confirmed in the schedule before the project starts.
It is important that your team takes into account doctors appointments,
monthly or bi-monthly meetings, holidays or vacation times, kids soccer
practices, employee birthday lunches, and all other potential schedule
conflicts when coordinating about meeting times/days. The bigger the team,
the harder it is to reschedule meetings to a different day or time.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Mark all meeting days/times on your office and personal calendars, print it
and hang it by your desk, setup google reminders, and save the Schedule
PDF to your desktop — whatever you need to do to stay aware of each
deadline as it apporaches.
I will do the best I can to accommodate any schedule change requests if they
happen. However, please note that the agreed-upon schedule is built into our
contract as THE timeline that allows me to deliver your product on time. Any
changes could affect the timeline or official launch date which could then
result in additional fees to cover additional time spent on the project, and
potential weeping and gnashing of teeth for all parties involved.
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MEETING TIMES
Precise meeting times may be scheduled all at once at the beginning of the
project, or up to a month in advance for the duration of the project.
To keep the project on time and budget, any meeting times that have not
been scheduled by the agreed-upon deadline will be pre-scheduled my me
and may not be able to be changed once scheduled without incurring a
scheduling fee.
I will provide a calendar of my office hours and availability that you can use
to determine what meeting times and days work for your team.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
It is the client’s responsibility to coordinate with their teams internally
before communicating any confirmed meeting time. It is not necessary to
include me on any email chains of these internal discussions. Simply have
your point-of-contact inform me of your selection(s) by the agreed-upon
deadline(s).
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Common Questions
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W H AT A D D I T I O N A L P R O J E C T C O S T S C A N I E X P E C T
Additional costs that might come up would be any licensing fees for special
plugins, artwork, fonts, or media, as well as any additional design time or
revisions beyond our agreement. I try to provide both free and paid options
before incurring any additional expenses on top of a project total.

W H AT I S A R E V I S I O N R O U N D
A revision round is a single list of constructive feedback, revisions, or
changes following a presentation. Each package includes the standard
number of revisions that I’ve found to be effective in delivering a great
product to my clients. In the case that you might want additional revision
rounds, I’ll ask if you’d like to add it to your project invoice at a pro-rated rate.

W H AT I S E X P E C T E D O F M E A S A C L I E N T

1. Communicate without delay. Have an unscheduled vacation? Need more

time with a revision round? Doubts about a design direction? Let me
know so that we can address it together and save time and project costs
and keep the project moving toward completion.

2. Provide feedback and payment on time to avoid project delays and
potential late fees.

I provide a schedule detailing all of our meetings, approval deadlines, and
feedback deadlines at the beginning of every project so that you will always
know exactly what is expected of you and when.

H O W D O W E C O M M U N I C AT E D U R I N G T H E P R O J E C T
Email is my preferred method of contact for day-to-day communication. I
may field questions or ideas into a shared Google doc where our teams can
more easily comment and respond in a more organized space.
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Meetings are scheduled in advance and are held in an online audio
conference room with screenshare and recording capabilities. If you need
additional meeting time, shoot me an email and I will hop on a call within 24
hours (time zones and schedule conflicts depending).
For larger projects I am open to a regular end-of-week status call throughout
the duration of the project so that everyone is on the same page going
into the next week of work. These will be scheduled in the same way that
project meeting times are scheduled. (See Project Timeline - Meeting Times
section.)

I S T H E B O S S R E Q U I R E D T O AT T E N D A L L M E E T I N G S ?
I require all decision makers present for most meetings, especially the ones
where I present designs and strategy solutions. This saves SO much time
and allows me to present decisions more clearly and answer questions or
concerns right away instead of playing telephone, as it were, with someone
in the middle and risking miscommunication.
I understand that there may be some bigger decisions that could require a
committee or team vote. This is where the project schedule comes in handy.
As long as your team knows it’s all hands on deck during review periods, then
getting votes or feedback from everyone and communicating to me before
the deadline can still happen within those review periods.
Ultimately, there should only be 1-3 people making decisions in order to
keep the project on schedule and moving forward.

W H O S H O U L D B E M Y P O I N T O F C O N TA C T
The person with signing power, or the one who has direct and immediate
access to the person with signing power. Take me to your leader!
Jokes aside, our project can move fast and require desicions via email,
call, or in meetings. It’s best if I am coordinating directly with the people
authorized to make decisions for this project.
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W H AT I F I N E E D...
• More time to review and make decisions
• More meetings
• More time to pay
• More revision rounds
• More time on the project itself
• More deliverables
Can do! Anything not quoted before the project starts can be added onto a
separate Statement of Work and added ontot the final project payment.

H O W D O E S PAY M E N T W O R K
For services under $2,500, full payment is required before the project starts.
For services between $2,500-$10,000 you will make a 50% down payment
on your project total to secure your booking and get the project started. The
remaining 50% is due on project completion.
For any services over $10,000, we can discuss a payment plan that will
work best for the project timeline. A deposit will be necessary to secure your
booking and get the project started.
I accept all major credit and debit cards through Stripe and Paypal.

C A N I U P G R A D E O R D O W N G R A D E M Y PA C K A G E
If you decide you want to upgrade your package before we begin, I can
always update your invoice. Once the project starts, we will have to complete
the package that you’ve chosen with any additions added in a separate
Statement of Work and billed seperately.
Pro tip: I always add extra value in the next-level packages, so if you think
you’re going to want more concepts or pitches in the long run, it’s better to
choose the larger package rather than pro-rating additional work at the end.
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Thank You
aleshiredesign.com
aleshiredesign@gmail.com

